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TIESRIAL$MDATAAKBIVES

In the last issue of the Newsletter, I
reported the decisim by the am to
establish a data archive as part of the
Research School of Social Sciences. The
archive has now been established and
tuned the Social Science Data Ardiives
(3511). At present, staff of the Ar
chives include the Acting Head, a con-
puter program, a research assistant
and asecretary. 'ihempointmaatot a
per-amt Read is ininmt, and there is
funding allocated to slxpport an ad
ditional researd': assistant md a data
processing operator. An Advisory Oun-
nittee will be established to oversee
the activities of the Archives.

The taskotthesmhistoselect (with
the help of its Advisory Camittee)
priority subject areas for information
and data mllectim; identify sources of
data relevant to the selected areas;
mgotiate the acgiisitim of these data;
clam, catalogs aid [radios codebooks
for the collected data; and make it
available to social scienm research
workers.

Staff of the seas will assist resear-
chers in locating data relevant to their
needs aid negotiate the acquisition of
these to trim other data ardnives,
govermait qencies, market researchers,
acadeaic depart-mm aid other research
bodies. All data obtained will beccne
part of the Ardiives' holdings and be
made available to social scientists
subject to whatever restrictions are
placed on access by the depositor.

Aninin-levelofdatadxeckingwillbe
carried out m receipt of a data file by
the 55m. More detailed checking, error
oorrectim, aid creation or a oodebook
will be mdertaim any on studies
tlnught to tarrmt the effort and ex-
pense on advice from its Advisory
Cmittee.

The SSJA will continue the former role
of the am Survey Research Centre as
agent and adainistrative headquarters
for BCSPRI. One copy of the doornen
tation for each data set deposited with
the am will be distributed to each
matter institution in addition to a

catalogue of available data. New ac
quisitions will be advertised in the
PCSPRI Newsletter.

Researchers wishing to deposit data with
the SSDA or who would like assistance in
locating and acquiring data for
secondary analysis should contact their
local ACSIRI representative or write
directly to the SSDA at:

Social Science Data Archives
Research School of Social Sciences
All}, £0 Box 4,

ma. PCP. 2600

Telephone" (062) 494400.

* * *
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The Social Science Data Archives (383A)
has received a grant from the Naticnal
Drug Education Program adainistered by
the Cummwealth Deparumnt of health
for the conduct of a lZ-mth poject
designed to establish an archive of
survey data on drug use in Australia.
The objectives of the project are:

1. 'no bring together into a central
ardiive copies of Mine-readable
data sets and declaration arising
from surveys of drug use in
Australia:

2. to prepare, where necessary,
adequate documentation for these
data sets;

3. to disseninate information about
these data setsandto distribute
copies of the data sets and
documentation to researchers wishing
toconductsecondaryanalyses.

During the first phase of the project,
the ssn will be contacting principal
investigators or organisations involved
in collecting data on drug use for -
details of the present status of the
data files and their availability for
use by other researchers. Where the
researcher is willing to release the
data, they will be asked to provide
copies of related docunentation such as
questionnaires, a oodebook, details of
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the fieldwork and associated
publications. These materials will be
used to mile a detailed sunuary of
the work. Printed copies of these
suunaries will be made available to
libraries and interested organisations
and individuals.

In theseomdphaseoftheprojectdata
sets deposited by researchers with the
SSDA will undergo apreliminary error
check to ensure ompatibility with the
docunentatim and any discrepancies or
queries will be notified to the
depositor for clarificatim. A couplete
description of the data set will be
prepared for distribution with the data
file. The right of the depositor to
impose restrictims on the use of the
data is recognised ad will be honoured,
although it is hoped that such
restrictions will belimited to those
necessary to protect the confidentiality
of respondents and the depositors right
to first use of the data.

As data sets becane available,
informatics: about than will be
dissaninated to potential users through
this Newsletter aid other publication-Is.
Copies of the éta and Imitation
will beagpliedtoseocndaryusers at
themstofoopyingthesenaterials.

As newsurveysarecarriedwt in the
future, researchers will be contacted
and asked to deposit their data with the
sen for release, at the appropriate
tine, to other researchers. It is hoped
that the omprehemive collectim of
data established during this project
will act as an incentive to" researchers
to make full use ofavailable data and,
where new data collections are
necessary, to prepxe the data for later
access by others.

Anyme holding data on drug use which
they are willing to add to the ardiive
and anyone wishing to be sent details of
the progress of the project should
contact the Social Science Data Archives

telephone 062 494400.

i i 'R

1981 CENSJS mm

-The Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS)planstoproducealargenunberof
cross-classified tables from the 1981
Censw. The 'Catalcgue of 1981 Census
Tables' is now available and provides a
description of the planned outputs.
These tables will beavailable on can-
puter printout pages or microfiche,
where each fiche contains up to 269
fraues and each frme is equivalent to
mepage.

More omplex tables providing cross
classifications of a large nuuber of
characteristics are, because of their
size, made available on magnetic tape
only a mild-Dimensional Matrix Sumary
Files (Matrices). The matrix size will
be limitedtoamaximmofzs 'charac
ters', where the mmber of 'characters'
for each classification is the nunber of
digits required to hold the number of
codes for that classification. Thus for
exaple, a matrix could include a
cross-tabulation of 10 single digit
classifications (coded 1 9), 6 two-digit
classifications (coded 1 99), and a
three digit classification (coded
1-999).

Orders for 1981 Censts matrices are
mentlybeingacceptedbythem, and
production will be m a first me first
served basis with goverment departments
having first opportunity to quecify
their requirements. Orders fran other
users arenowbeingtakenalthough the
full cost of producing the matrix must
be borne by the regiester. On the basis
of 1976 Cm costs, this would beof
the order of 32000-33000. Matrix Order
Forms Harland!!! andfurther in
formatim are available from the
POpulatim Census Branch of the ABS -
phcne 062 525851.

Production of matrices is expected to
cannence in 1983. Once the initial user
has been supplied, copies of the
matrices will be made generally
available to other users, probably at a
cost of $50 per magnetic tape. Unlike
matrices from previous Censuses, where
tapes were written in a format which
usually had first to be translated using
machine assanbly language, 1981 Census
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matrices will be available in 'dnarao
ter format (AxII or IC). Thus the
data will be generally accessible using
standard packages such as SPSS and
programs written in high level languages
such as m.

The cross classificatims available an
the Matrix Tapes are the most detailed
description of the characteristics of
the calamity available from the Genus
and thus offer considerable cpportunity
for secondary analysis. Furtha details
of the content and availability of the
1981 Census lattices will be Resented
as they beccne available.

* t t
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The Roper Center holds copies of the
questionnaires and data tron about 80
surveys conducted for Australian Public
Opinion Polls by the Morgan Reeeardn
Centre between 1943 and 1967. These
surveys provide the only regular
measures of public Qinien in Australia
on an interstate basis over thisperiod,
covering auide rangeofuneissuesand
events of the time. Caplets details of
the oontentofthedatasets me air-
rently being sought.

nirough en exdnange qreement between
the RoperCenter sum, cwies of
these data sets could be aoqnired.
Ecuever, in order to mks these polls
conveniently accessible for further
analysis agooddealofuork could be
required. The data is at present held

- in calm binary format on tape, which
means it is partly mlti pundned, and
the doanentaticn obtained so far con-
sists of rather faint copies of
questionnaires with colum manners ad-
ded. A mininnn requirenent would
therefore be the spreading' of the
mid-punched columns and production of
clear documentation.

 

The Social Science Data Archives is
considering making an application for
funds to carry out this work, but before
doing so muld like to hear from poten-
tial users of the data. A brief note
stating in broad terms the purposes for

which this data might be used would be
very helpful. A joint application from
intended usersand theSSXlAwouldhavea
much greater dnanoe of success.

* * 1'

THE MICHEL ARZHIVE CF WISE)
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(CRIN).

Four years ago, ICPSR also becane the
bane of both NEDA and CJAIN. Chief
eating the archived materials of these
two specialised collections are the
Iangitmdinal Retirement History Surveys
and the National Crime (Victimization)
Surveys.

man has three major program elements:
(1) resource development to improve the
quality and breadth of archival holdings
relevant to the field of ageing and to
process and doomed: the data collec-
tions to increase their utility for
potential users; (2) dissemination and
utilisation of data in the archive; (3)
training to improve the methodological
and tedmical skills of acadennic
researcl'ners and ageing network person
nel. misajointprojectof m
and the Institute of Gerontology at the
University of Midnigan and all data held
in the archive are available frcm ICPSR.
was training activities include a four
week workshop on 'mirical Research
Issues in Ageing' offered in the ICPSR
Stunner Training Progran and 'Creative
Data Use and Presentation' and 'Issues
and Methods in Ageing Res eardn' offered
in the Institute of Gerontology's Sumner
Education Progran. Stipend support to
offset travel and living expenses is
available for participants in all three
mrkshops.

The goal of CJAIN is to facilitate and
enchance researdn, planning, and policy
deveth in the field of criminal
jmtice through use of quantitativedata
resources. Again all data holdings are
available through ICPSR. A four week
workshop, the Seminar on mantitative
Analysis of Crime and the Criminal
Justice Systan, is included in the ICPSR
Sumner Training Progran and stipend
sugaort is available. A directory of
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publicly available counter-readable
data sets including those held by ICPSR
and frcmnmnyother sources aswell is
now available. The directory will be
continually undated to include infor-
mation about new data sets as they are
generated or are located, and will be
pn alished periodically and distributed
to interested researchers.

Bulletins of both these ardnives are
distributed to all PCSPRI represen-
tatives. Individuals, agencies or in-
stitution's wishing to receive copies
directly should write to mom and/or
CJAJN, 'i heUniversityof Michigan, P.O.
Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106.
Requests for data should however be
submitted through PCSPRI representatives
in the neural my.

* * *

WWW

The ICPSR Director of Managenent and
Administration, Carolyn Geda has recen-
tly completed a Data In ation Manual.
Incorporated in Manual are sections
on docunenting a study stantively and
technically, a tape specification form
indicating information which should be
recorded nine-n data is stored on magnetic
time, and standard data formats which
will ensure maxim compatibility with
hardware and software systens generally.
Cmmn coding cenventions and guidelines
for dnecking and cleaning data are also
presented. A checklist is included to
guide the user systeuatically through
the doemnentation and storage procedure.

The Manual should be conpulsory reading
for an researchers involved in collec
ting data and preparing it for their own
use and use by others. The series of
steps described represent work which
should always be carried out in one form
or another in the process of collecting
data and preparing it for use. By fol-
lowing the steps systematically, as-
surance is provided that all the essen
tial information is recorded and is not
lost because of the departure of key
personnel or the frailties of hnmnan
menory.

Copies of the Manual can be obtained
Eran the SSDA or by writing to Carolyn
Geda at ICPSR, University of Michigan,
-P.O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48106, USA.

* 'k *

INFORM]!!! snow (11 AUSTRALIAN mm

WWIIWS

'me Catal of Statistical Data
Collections lRemake-n % CW5
Government De tments Au it es
WW
statistical data collections undertaken
wholly or in part during the twelve
months (3030 June 1980, either by the
department themselves or by outside
mutants or private organisations
acting an their behalf. This ngdates
the previous catalogue covering colleth
tions taken in 1978. Requests for
copies of the catalogue should be
directed to Ms Jenni Eason, Secretariat,
ABS, P.0. Box 10, Belcamen,Acr 2616
(telephone: (062) 525068).

 

The first draft edition of the Ag'ister
of Data Collection Activities of
Victorian Goverment A ies 55.: aloe
WEastern ompiled
by the Statistim (lo-or nating Gronp of
the State Co-ordination Council and is
intended to provide a ounprehensive and
readily tpdated reference to the main
classes of data currently collected
Victorian Goveth Agencies. Work is
carrently underway on nip-dating and
revising the format of this register,
and asecondediticn is expectedto be
available shortly.

'ihe third edition of the Social Welfare
Research Bulletin, 11% and
published 5 E Camvealth Department
of Social Security, provides basic
details of 1,500 research projects
recorded in the Deparhnent's Research
Information System. Projects are clas-
sified and indexed into subject areas of
relevance, and basic entries include the
names of researchers involved, funding
agency, contact and total costof the
project. More detailed information on
projects included in the register for
the first time in this edition is given
in sumnaries of research. Sumnaries of
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projects not included in this editicxn
have appeared in the first or second
edition or are available from the Editor
as a printout smuary. It is indeed
unfortunate that this edition of the
Bulletinistobethelastissueofwtnat
is a very caprehemive and unique
reference to research projects in the
social welfare field.

i t *

mom (1i ms 1981 HszISI

As reported in the last Newsletter, the
1981 m/Iassrsr Oanference on "me
Iwact of Canputerisatim a: Social
Researd'n: Data Bases and Tednnological
Develqnant' was held in Grenoble airing
Septenber. 236 participants
representing ty countries attended
the Conference. Jane Mugford (SEA,
am) reports brie y onscmeof the
topics covered below.

me firstdayof tbeCmferencewas set
aside for workshops. Two full-day aid
three half-day sessions were organised,
unfortunately on an overlapping schedule
which meant it was possible to attend
onlyth at met.

'me workshop on 'Building information
system to direct were to social
science thta files' emined the efforts
to introduce bibliographic control of
machine-readable data files am) and
procedures for describing and
clusifying m. Discussion fairly
quickly focused on the problm of
cataloguing was. 'me concerted efforts
made by data archives over recent years
towards standardised control of data
files in line with traditional library
procedures for print materials is
clearly paving a painful experience for
many. Prodacers of my being
inoansistent in their use of a title: a
given title not ccnstructed according to
accepted conventions; a title manly
used differing from that in the
docunentatim; are com occurences
with me, making the definition of this
most basic identifier difficult.
Similar difficulties cow: in defining
the editian, responsibility and producer
statenants for MED? . At least there is

now agreement anong archives on the
information required to catalogue a data
file. 'xhe problem mw is how to put
these requirements into practice.

Participants in the workshop on "line
formation of a professional data
archivist and librarian' agreed that in
snail ardnives the generalist archivist
with experience in ccnputing,
librarianship and social science,
particularly social science methodology
and standard statistical packages sudn
w sess,waneeded. In addition, the
personality to cage with the public
relations work associated with data
acqnisition and dissemination was
essential. Larger archives could
enforce a greater division of tasks
allowing specialised staffing. Formal
training qportmities are however very
limited so that training was largely
received 'on-thejob'.

The President of IBSSISI , Alice Robbin,
opened the plenary session m the
Conference proper. Concerned mainly
with thecreation of statistical data
and adwninistrative records'I by
governments, she felt that both social
scientists and government adnninistrators
would gain fro: greater sun-operation.
Efforts should be directed 'to ianowing
thequalityofdataandthe integrityof
statistical and other infcrntim', and
"... to greater our-ordination of the
information systqn and to better.
planning to nest anticipated and
unanticipated dnanges.

aerve 1e Bras (Institut National
d'Btudes Denographiques) presented a
gloomy picture of ne cansequences for
the lunan sciences of the earlier
development of miners, seeing than as
a giant toy, used as a justification for
all kinds of research activities with
slim theoretical worth.
Inccnprehensible jargon and the
production of enormous mounts of output
obsanred theroleoftheccuputer. The
cunputer, he said, becaae reified.
since 1970, however, the developnent of
smaller ounputers linked to cannon
resources and with the exibility of
interactive languages, has brought the
canputer back into more realistic focus.
It no longer dominates the scientific
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problem but is used for what it is as
a tool whose essential role is to
prepare, structure, present data and
results, and render than accessible. It
is a technique, not a science in itself.

Richard Rockwell (sane, USA) directed
his talk towards the status of social
science technologies (ssr's) in advanced
scientific - industrial nations. Social
scientists, he said, have conducted
important research on the technologies
produced by the physical sciences (eg.
the social effects of aviation, nuclear
accidents, highways, water irrigation
systems) and have also conducted
research 01 technologies produced by the
social sciences (eg. standardised
persmnel testing procedures, econ-mic
forecasting, political polling, oonsuner
research, life tables). Yet it seems
there is a "virtual exclusion of SST
frann official statistics and research on
tedmological innovation". Even social
scientists thanselves seem to
discriminate against applications of
(their) own knowledge, preferring the
exotic work of other disciplines .
same are not generally recognised "as
part of the syst of science that
produces technologies at work in the
ecumy',andyethavesudnavita1role
to play in the economic market place.

The renainder of the Conference was
centred around five themes: new types of
research; new institutians; new tools;
relations between (hta producers and
researdners; and social science
teadning. In addition, special sessions
were canducted an mtanatic cartography;
the mac Joint European Time Series Data
File; and access to government data for
research purposes.

Overall, the Conference was thoroughly
stimulating. Two related themes seened
to danninate. One was methods and
techniques for inproving access to
information about data; and the secand
was aboutinprovingaccesstothe data
itself. with the rapid technological
advances in cannputing it has become
possible to store more information, to
manipulate information nore easily, and
to retrieve information more readily.
Combined with this developnent is a
desire anongst data archivists to

improve access, mainly because data
resources are underutilised.

There has alwaysbeenaccncern about
mderutilisation and it was felt that
this was largely because information
about available data was not easily
accessible. Thus, thelast few years
have seen the developnent of
sophisticated information systems by
data archives. Descriptions of archived
data include bibliographical information
and extensive aunties of methodology,
and cuntent, often including a couplets
listing of variables. Retrieval of this
information, through keyword and other
search strategies, can also be at the
file or variable level, the latter
particularly assisting the user wishing
to locate variables for connparative
analysis.

Linked to the information retrieval
capability is the development in data
retrieval. For those wishing to analyse
a mall nutter of variables in any one
data set, some archives now offer
on-line integrated retrieval and
analysis capabilities interfaced with
statistical packages to permit rapid
retrieval of output in the form of the
required tables.

Organisationally, the French hosts at
the Centred'EtudeetdeRednerdne sur
l'Aaninistration Econcmique et
l Amenagennent du Territoire (C.E.R.A.'r.)
of the Universite des Sciences Sociales
de Grenoble are to be congratulated.
The program was efficiently run, its
staff wnelcmning, and the diffiwlties
inherent in a dual language
(French/English) conference largely
overcanne. Totopitall,therewasthe
splendid setting of Grenoble within the
French Alps. The IASSISI cmmittee
seats to havea flair for location.
Next year the Conference is to be held
in a beachfront hotel at San Diego,
California!


